Abstract Traditional software and security patch update delivery mechanisms rely on a client/server approach where clients pull updates from servers regularly. This approach, however, suffers a high window of vulnerability (WOV) for clients and the risk of a single point of failure. Overlay-based information dissemination schemes overcome these problems, but often incur high infrastructure cost to set up and maintain individual information dissemination networks. Against
Introduction
Information dissemination at a large scale has many applications, such as software update delivery [1] , security patch delivery [2] , fast code dissemination in a data center [3] , and cyber C&C (Command and Control). Traditional information dissemination approaches mostly rely on client/server-based architectures, where clients pull information from the servers regularly. Due to the nature of such architectures, these information dissemination methods suffer from the risk of a single point of failure (e.g., under a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack) and poor scalability due to the performance bottleneck at the server side. For time-critical applications such as security patching, client/server architectures also expose clients to a large window of vulnerability (WOV) due to its pull-based mechanism for content delivery. A large WOV poses severe security risks to clients, as it allows attackers time to reverse engineer security updates and attack those clients who have not yet updated their systems. For instance, Gkantsidis et al. have shown that 20% out of 300 million Windows clients take more than 24 h to install a patch and thus the WOVs for these clients are at least as long as 24 h [1] . Such large WOVs may lead to epidemic malware spreading, as evidenced by the Code Red worm, which compromised 360 K machines within only 13 h and eventually caused $2.4 billion loss in 2001 [4] .
To address the limitation of client/server-based architectures for information dissemination, push-based approaches relying on overlay networks have been investigated in the literature [2, 5, 6] . These methods commonly adopted peer-to-peer networks for information dissemination and were mostly focused on timecritical applications such as security update. Some other information dissemination schemes were designed, and therefore optimized, for a specific type of applications. For instance, Vigilante [7] uses overlay broadcast for disseminating security patches for stopping fast propagating worms that has a machine-verifiable proof of vulnerability. Twitter [3, 8] and Facebook [9] use BitTorrent based information dissemination systems to update their codebase in their data centers, and as these systems are used in a closed environment, security is of less concern than performance. Different system configuration tools such as CFengine [10] use mostly client-server based architecture for disseminating configurations to end hosts. iDispatcher can transperantly replace the dissemination of configuration mechanism of such tools to achieve scalable, fault tolerant and fast dissemination.
Compared with client/server-based architectures, these overlay-based information dissemination schemes enjoy higher level of scalability and resilience against failures. These systems, however, do not provide a unified platform that can be shared across different types of applications. Such a unified platform has the following advantages:
• Many applications have only a small user base, and developing a separate information dissemination platform for each application is costly. By contrast, resources within a generic information dissemination are shared by many applications and thus can be used in a more cost efficient manner.
• An important component in an information dissemination system is trust management. A computer receiving a security update has to verify its authenticity before installing it. A unified information dissemination system greatly simplifies the process of each computer managing its trusts on a number of information sources.
• A modern computer may need to interact with many information sources, and maintaining a separate information dissemination system for each of them complicates software and network management and may even introduce security loopholes.
Against this backdrop, in this work we aim to design a massively scalable and tunable security system for distributing information. It uses a distributed hash table (DHT) based architecture for achieving high scalability. iDispatcher supports any number of dissemination centers, which send information to different user groups on a shared platform. iDispatcher provides a novel self-contained PKI mechanism for nodes to verify the authenticity of information that flows in the network in a seamless manner. It can be configured to support not only time-critical applications, which demand real-time dissemination latencies and short WOV period, but also those that require high dissemination coverage. Obviously, such a flexible platform imposes high tunability of the system, which distinguishes iDispatcher from previous information dissemination systems. Table 1 shows how iDispatcher differs from other existing work for information dissemination. 
In a nutshell, our contributions made in this work are summarized as follows:
• Design of iDispatcher iDispatcher is designed to be a tunable and secure planet-scale information dissemination framework. The system integrates different modes of communication such as multicast and broadcast. It supports both push-and pullbased information dissemination to strike a balance between timeliness and communication overhead. iDispatcher adopts a self-contained mechanism for distributing certificates in the entire network. iDispatcher is also robust against different attacks such as flooding and index poisoning attacks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. Section 3 shows the system architecture of iDispatcher. We further discuss how to defend against different attacks in Section 4. We evaluate the performance of iDispatcher in Section 5 and draw concluding remarks in Section 7.
Related work
Although a number of approaches have been proposed in the literature for information dissemination to a large number of nodes, they were not developed with tunable parameters to meet the requirements of diverse applications. Moreover, unlike iDispatcher, these previous information dissemination systems do not provide a unified platform to support information dissemination from multiple sources in a seamless manner. In the following, we give a brief introduction to these systems.
Software update distribution The Windows Update system, which provides the largest software update service in the world, uses a client/server architecture for software update patch distribution. Apart from the Windows Update system, other products that use Automatic update include Red Hat Network [13] and Mac OS X software update [14] . Gkantsidis et al. [1] , after analyzing data traces of Windows Update service collected over the period of more than a year, show that 20% of 300 million clients takes at least 24 h to receive software update, which thus leads to a long period of vulnerability for exploitation by attackers. To address this issue, they further explored P2P as an alternative update-delivery strategy. In their proposed system, a software patch is downloaded from any randomly chosen peer. Their results show that the P2P update delivery scheme leads to lower aggregate server load compared against the client/server architecture.
The Fedora project uses BitTorrent, a peer-to-peer file distribution technology for software binary distribution [15] . However, Serenyi et al. have identified several problems regarding BitTorrent as a patch distribution strategy, such as large overhead for smallsized patch files and thus large bandwidth consumption, poor quality of service due to the flash crowd, and BitTorrent's well know firewall traversal issues [16] .
Alert dissemination against worm propagation P2P-based approaches have been studied for disseminating alerts to stop fast propagating worm in the Internet. Costa et al. have proposed a system called Vigilante, which uses broadcast of self-certifying alerts (SCA) on an overlay topology [7] . Vojnovic et al. improve the strategy further by using a super host per subnet and show that 100,000 alerts can be disseminated within 300 s in their simulation-based study [17] . In addition, Xie et al. propose different download-and searchbased approaches in the P2P network that take 35.5 and 62.5 h, respectively, to achieve 90% of immunized population [18] .
Security patch dissemination Li et al. propose a selforganizing overlay network architecture called Revere for security update delivery [2] . However, Revere assumes that the certificate of the dissemination center is known by other nodes in advance and nodes have to trust different certificates of different dissemination centers separately. In this work, we consider a unified framework for update dissemination such that multiple dissemination centers can co-exist but nodes share the same CA hierarchy. This raises the challenge to key management and distribution for different dissemination centers. Moreover, to make update dissemination more scalable and efficient, iDispatcher uses both multicast and overlay gossip unlike Revere which only uses overlay dissemination. In the article [19] , Johanses et al. argue that large security updates should be encrypted before dissemination and the decryption key should be disseminated later to shorten the WOV period.
Fast code deployment in data centers
Large service providers such as Twitter and Facebook need a fast way to deploy their updated code in their data centers. Twitter recently reported that BitTorrent is used for this purpose [3] . However, they deploy BitTorrent together with several techniques to optimize its performance, such as disabling encryption, disabling DHT, and upload from memory. These optimization methods are only possible in a closed environment, where there are no NAT/firewall issues and every node is trusted. Moreover, as BitTorrent works only in a pull-based fashion, they have to use different protocols such as Capistrano [20] to push the command to individual nodes for downloading the update using BitTorrent. However, they use a central tracker system which can be a bottleneck for such systems. Similar to Twitter, Facebook also uses BitTorrent to disseminate updated code in their data center [9] .
System architecture
In this section, we first describe the system architecture of iDispatcher from both high and low level perspectives. Then we provide a more detailed discussion regarding key management by iDispatcher.
High level view: workflow of iDispatcher
The iDispatcher system contains a number of components, including dissemination centers, nodes, CA (Certificate Authority), and community servers as shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 further shows the workflow of the system, which is described in more detail as follows: 1) Nodes can join and leave the system at any time.
2) A dissemination center (any node with a valid key) starts distributing information to a subset of its neighbors using broadcast or multicast. It appends its digital signature along with the information before dissemination. 3) Nodes receive the information from neighbors using push/pull based scheme. 4) Nodes verify the authenticity of received information using the digital signature to ensure it indeed came from the dissemination center. They may use Distributed Hash Table ( DHT) for resolving certificate dependency. 5) After authenticating received information, nodes further participate in information dissemination by sending it to a subset of neighbors. Here, they may tune system parameters locally to strike a balance between latency and bandwidth usage.
From a high level standpoint, iDispatcher resembles existing information dissemination systems that apply gossip protocols in P2P-type of overlay networks. In the following, we present the detail of each module of the system and discuss how iDispatcher meets the requirements of a generic shared information dissemination system.
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Step 1 We describe the functionality of each module as follows.
Topology creation When a node wants to join the network, it needs to know bootstrapping information such as the IP address and port number of another node already connected with the network. To get such information, the node may consult with some community servers who are responsible for maintaining a list of available nodes in the P2P network. The authenticity of a community server is verified before the new node initiates any further communications with this server. When a new node is connected to a community server, the server replies with a list of available nodes. After getting the list, the new node connects to a random node from the list and thus becomes a part of the network. The random node also provides a random subset of its neighbors to the new node so that the new node can expand its neighbor set by connecting to those nodes.
Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
For maintaining a P2P overlay network and having an efficient lookup service, iDispatcher relies on a decentralized Distributed Hash Table protocol . For maintaining overlay network, each node maintains a set of links to other nodes (called neighbors) in its routing table according to its network topology. The network topology in DHT exhibits a property such that for any key k (e.g., file hash), a node's ID either matches with k or has a neighbor whose node ID is closer to k. To publish a key-value pair (e.g., filename with data), a node sends a store request with key-value to a neighbor, which is then forwarded to other nodes (based on the closeness between the node ID and the key) in the overlay network until it reaches the node responsible for storing the key with the value. Now, to retrieve the content of the file, a node generates the key k (hash of the file name) and sends a retrieve request with k to a neighbor, which is Multicast To improve information dissemination efficiency, iDispatcher uses a reliable multicasting protocol to disseminate information among nodes in the same subnet. This helps reduce inter-subnet traffic when information is being disseminated in the network. For example, consider a subnet that has 100 nodes inside the network. If most of those 100 nodes receive the same information from outside of the subnet, the intersubnet traffic will be larger compared to the case when only a few nodes of the subnet receive the information from outside of the subnet and then distribute the information among nodes inside the subnet. The administrator of a network can create a multicast group for iDispatcher and invite other nodes in the same network to join this multicast group. Thus, multicast not only enables nodes to receive information from the multicast group with low latency, but also reduces intersubnet traffic in the Internet.
Push/Pull
To minimize the window of vulnerability, iDispatcher uses a push-based method to disseminate information in the network. However, in a push-based system, it is possible that some nodes may not receive the information from a push campaign. For example, if a node is down during the push campaign and then comes alive after the push campaign is completed, it will not receive that information. In another example, since each node randomly selects a subset of its neighbors to push information, it is possible that some nodes may remain unselected during the dissemination. Therefore, iDispatcher uses pull as a secondary method for receiving missing information from the network. Each node sends the list of all information IDs it received in the last few hours to its neighbors in a certain interval. After receiving such a list, the neighbor can verify whether it has missed any information. If it finds any information missing, it requests the sender node to send that specific information to it.
Quota/Broadcast management When a node receives some information, it forwards it to a subset of its neighbors. The number of neighbors the node selects as the subset is called quota. Managing quota is important in such a system because a larger quota increases redundant traffic in the network and a lower quota will make some nodes left out from getting the information. In iDispatcher, quota is tunable. If the information is time critical then a higher quota can be used to decrease dissemination latency with the cost of redundant traffic in the network. On the contrary, if the information is not time critical, then a better-suited quota should be used to achieve more efficient bandwidth usage.
Security In iDispatcher, every dissemination center signs the information it wants to disseminate in the network with its private key and every node validates a dissemination center's identity using its public key upon receiving that information. If the validation fails, the node stops processing the information further. On the other hand, if the validation is successful, the node further sends the information to its neighbors. For such validation, iDispatcher assumes that the key a node trusts and the key the dissemination center uses for signature are part of a single CA (Certificate Authority) hierarchy. Figure 4 shows an example of certificate chain hierarchy in the system. In such a hierarchical structure, each child certificate is signed by its parent node. If all nodes trust only Root CA (and thus have a local copy of Root CA certificate), that is sufficient for a node to validate any certificates in the system. This is because, if there is any missing certificate between the trusted CA certificate and the information issuer certificate, then the receiver will search those missing certificates in the network and cache them locally once they are found. In Section 3.3, we shall provide more details about key management by iDispatcher.
Subscribe/Execution iDispatcher assumes that multiple dissemination centers (originator of information) may co-exist in the same network and can disseminate information concurrently. But nodes in a network may not be interested in the information disseminated by some dissemination centers. Therefore, each node maintains a subscription list of the identities of dissemination centers from which it is interested in receiving information. The subscribe module ensures that a node will only use the information received only from the dissemination centers that it subscribes to. For information originated from dissemination centers it does not subscribe to, the node will still validate the source and forward to its neighbors after successful validation as a service provided to the community, but itself does not consume the information. It is noted that the current implementation of iDispatcher wastes network resources when nodes not subscribing to a certain information source may still need to forward messages from them. To address this drawback, we plan to explore in the future topology control methods that form overlay network structures to minimize such wastes.
Key management
Every node must authenticate the dissemination center before they use the information disseminated by that dissemination center. Traditional software update system relies on either transport layer security (i.e. SSL/TSL) or digital signature [22] . iDispatcher uses the digital signature approach for authentication: every disseminati on center appends its digital signature in the information it tries to disseminate so that every recipient node can validate the dissemination center by examining that signature. For a successful validation, the key a dissemination center uses for signature and the certificate a node trusts must belong to the same CA hierarchy. If different dissemination centers use keys that are derived from different CA hierarchies, a node has to trust at least one certificate from each of CA hierarchies and consequently, this will increase the complexity of managing certificates. To reduce such complexity, iDispatcher imposes the restriction that the dissemination center's key and the certificate a node trusts must be derived from a single CA hierarchy. In such settings, it is sufficient for a node to trust only a single certificate to verify any dissemination center using a chain of trust. For example, if a node trusts only certificate P and it receives information signed with a key Q by a dissemination center, it will retrieve intermediate certificates between P and Q and validate Q. Moreover, such a single authority simplifies admission control for dissemination centers in a unified information dissemination platform. Suppose that there are thousands of dissemination centers and millions of nodes in the network. Then, what is the best way for iDispatcher to manage certificates that dissemination centers use to sign information and those different CA certificates that nodes trust? In the above example, how a node should retrieve all intermediate certificates between P and Q so that it can validate Q? We first explore the following two options here: 1) All certificates are stored in a central server and nodes download all intermediate certificates if nec-essary from the server. But such a central server solution may pose a severe performance bottleneck due to its poor scalability specially when a large number of nodes try to download a certificate simultaneously. Moreover, if the central server goes down under some DDoS attacks, nodes will not be able to retrieve certificates from it, causing large delays and even unsucessful certification verification at each node. 2) In another approach, the dissemination center appends all the CA certificates to the message it tries to disseminate. This approach, however, imposes a constraint on the length of the CA chain hierarchy. In the traditional SMIME or XMPP signature encoded in emails or IMs (instant messages), respectively, the sender concatenates its own certificate with the payload and thus the receiver does not need to search for the certificate of the sender. This works well as an email or IM is meant to be received by one or a small number of receivers. On the contrary, in iDispatcher, information is disseminated to a large number of nodes and therefore, sending certificate along with the information will significantly increase the amount of traffic in the network. Moreover, the CA hierarchy for email or IM is not large as separate software vendors can use a separate CA hierarchy. But for iDispatcher, there is only one CA hierarchy which can be very large.
Due to these challenges of both methods, iDispatcher uses a different approach to obtain certificates for authentication. Instead of using a central server solution or embedding the full list of certificates in the information, iDispatcher allows each node to search certificates from the P2P network on demand, and cache them locally once they are found. This method reduces the amount of traffic in the Internet because, once a node receives a certificate, it caches the certificate to avoid a redundant search next time when it is needed. iDispatcher naturally uses the DHT module for publishing and retrieving certificates on demand. The flip side of this approach is that when a node needs to search and retrieve certificates from the P2P network to authenticate a received message, this postpones the process of it disseminating the message to its neighbors. However, as we use a gossip-like protocol for information dissemination, such delay should not slow down the whole information dissemination process prominently unless a significant fraction of nodes incur cache misses (e.g., at the early phase of an information dissemination campaign).
Security enhancement of iDispatcher
In this section, we discuss possible malicious attacks that can be launched against iDispatcher and as a response how iDispatcher mitigates those attacks.
Flooding attack
In a flooding attack, an attacker disseminates bogus information into the network. If participating nodes do not validate such bogus information and thus allow it to spread freely in the network, iDispatcher nodes have to waste bandwidth and CPU on processing it, which may lead to severe performance deterioration of normal information dissemination. In iDispatcher, on the arrival of a new message, every node must use the attached digital signature to verify the authenticity of the information source before it forwards the information to its neighbors. Hence, bogus information without a signature signed by a legitimate dissemination center can be stopped immediately one hop away from the attacking node.
An attacker can also replay messages sent from legitimate dissemination centers. These information, if allowed to flow in the network, also degrade the performance of iDispatcher because bandwidth and CPU resources are wasted on processing them. As these messages carry authentic signatures from the legitimate dissemination center, an iDispatcher node cannot distinguish it from normal ones. In iDispatcher, however, there are two mechanisms deployed to mitigate this type of attacks. On one hand, the quota mechanism limits the number of times that a node forwards a legitimate message to its neighbors. On the arrival of a replayed message, even if it is verified to come from a legitimate source, the node stops forwarding it when the quota has been used up. On the other hand, information from dissemination centers carries an expiration time. When a node receives a new message, it first checks whether this message has already expired, and if so it refuses to forward it further. This is important because the attacker may want to disseminate some old patches known to be buggy that he can exploit later if they are installed.
Pollution and poisoning attack
In a DHT-based P2P file-sharing system, nodes publish titles of files they intend to share. However, attackers can also publish the titles of files that either they do not have (index poisoning attack) or they have a corrupted copy of the file (pollution attack). When a benign node tries to download a file that has been advertised falsely by the attacker, it will fail to download the file or download a corrupted copy.
In iDispatcher, certificates of dissemination centers and CAs are stored in the P2P network. It is thus possible for attackers to mount pollution attacks by publishing corrupted certificates or mount index poisoning attacks by publishing false claims that they have a certificate. When a node needs to download a certificate of a dissemination center or a CA to verify information, it may receive these falsely published messages from the attacker. If the published message is from a poisoning attack, it may delay the verification process by the node because the node has to use other sources to download that certificate successfully. If the published message is from a pollution attack, it will fail the CA chain verification process and the node thus will not forward further the received information.
To counter both pollution and poisoning attacks, iDispatcher requires each node to enforce authentication strictly before it responds to a publishing request: it first downloads the original certificate from the publisher, validates it with the CA chain and then keeps the index of the publisher only if the validation is successful. With such a scheme in place, mounting pollution or poisoning attack becomes difficult in iDispatcher.
Sybil attack
In a Sybil attack, the attacker creates a large number of false entites and uses those entities to perform illegitimate activities. In iDispatcher, sybil nodes can be used to launch the following attacks:
• They can refuse to cooperate in information dissemination. In an information dissemination campaign, an upstream node uses quota to control the number of neighbors it forwards the message to. So if a downstream node is a sybil node and refuses to forward the message further, it may slow down the whole information dissemination process.
• Sybil nodes can hijack requests from normal nodes and send back bogus information. For example, a sybil node can respond to a request for a CA certificate with a bogus one. Although this type of attacks may slow down information dissemination, its impact is limited because iDispatcher has provided a strong authentication mechanism to stop bogus information from spreading.
• Multiple sybil nodes can even collude to disrupt normal P2P operations. For example, they can create a cut in the P2P topology by manipulating the routing tables, or launch eclipse attacks against a target node (e.g., a dissemination center) such that all communications to the target can be hijacked by sybil nodes. Although this type of attacks is disruptive to iDispatcher, they are difficult to implement in practice, especially when there are only a small fraction of sybil nodes.
Defense against sybil attacks in P2P systems is known to be difficult. We refer interested readers to the literature [23] for a survey of existing solutions. The current version of iDispatcher still does not have a systematic approach to it yet, and this remains as our future work.
Implementation and evaluation
We implemented a prototype of iDispatcher for performance evaluation. The iDispatcher prototype has two separate components: one component is responsible for managing authentication (Policy Component) and the other component is responsible for establishing and maintaining connections with the existing P2P overlay network (Communication component including the communication substrate). The Policy component handles Security and Subscribe/Execution modules while the Communication component handles the rest of the modules. Both components reside in the same node and talk over TCP to each other. We use two separate components since the Policy Component code is trusted while the Communication Component code may or may not be trusted.
We use the Kademlia [24] protocol for the underlying DHT from aMule-2.1.3 implementation. For reliable multicast, we use the PGM (pragmatic general multicasting) protocol [25] . Information is signed by the private key of a dissemination center in the SMIME format. We used 1024 bit encryption for keys and SHA1 digest hash (using openssl library [26] ) for generating digital signature of information and X509 certificates. For DHT signaling, we used the UDP transport protocol where all file transfers are accomplished with the TCP transport protocol. For all experiments, the SMIME-encoded file size was 2KB unless mentioned otherwise.
We study the performance of iDispatcher using about 500 PlanetLab machines distributed around the world running in total about 1,400 virtual nodes. In our experiments, we use one community server for serving bootstrapping information to each new node that wants to join the network. Figure 5 shows the degree distribution of nodes in the network. We see that most of the nodes has around 300 neighbors in the network. Although the outdegree may seem to be high, it actually does not affect our experiments due to the quota mechanism in iDispatcher. We will explain this further later.
Tunable parameters in iDispatcher
iDispatcher uses the following parameters for tuning performance in terms of distribution latency, message flow overhead and reachability:
Selective push During an information dissemination campaign, every node pushes information to a subset of its neighbors. In this strategy, a node downloads the same information from multiple neighbors. By contrast, with selective push, a node first queries its neighbors about whether they have received the information or not. If a neighbor has already received that specific information, it rejects the request; otherwise it accepts the request and downloads the information. This selective push strategy ensures that a node does not download the same information from multiple neighbors and thus saves valuable bandwidth and CPU time.
Quota Another important factor is quota, the number of neighbors a node forwards information to. Clearly, if we increase the quota, the dissemination latency should decrease with an increased number of information download requests from its neighbors.
Improved selective push The quota mechanism prevents a node from forwarding information to its neighbors who are not included in its quota set. Due to this, a node may only forward the information to its neighbors which have already received it but fails to forward the information to those neighbors that have not received it so far. Therefore, some nodes in the network may not receive the information at all. To tackle this problem, we use improved selective push such that, if a node finds that its neighbor in the quota set already received the information, it will keep trying to find a new node who have not received that information so far. This improves the distribution coverage as shown in Section 5.2.3.
Thread pool size
We define a thread pool as a collection of threads iDispatcher is allowed to use during information dissemination. There are two sets of thread pools, sender thread pool and receiver thread pool. We will show that thread pool size affects iDispatcher performance in Section 5.2.4.
Pull In the push-based method, it is possible that some nodes may fail to receive disseminated information if the quota is too low or the node was down during the push campaign. To address this issue, iDispatcher can also use a pull-based method as discussed in Section 3.2.
The effect of tunable parameters
In this part, we study the effect of different system parameters and design choices, including selective push (enabled by default), quota (15 by default), improved selective push (disabled by default), thread pool size (5 by default), and pull-based scheme (disabled by default). We are particularly interested in the dissemination latency, which is the amount of time by which all nodes receive information after the dissemination center sends out the information. Figure 6 shows the effect of selective push on the download size and latency per node. As shown in Fig. 6a , we see that the download size in terms of bytes per node increases when selective push is disabled. In contrast, the download size is almost constant per node when selective push is used. This is because, with this strategy enabled, every node downloads the information exactly once although it may receive the push request multiple times. As shown in Fig. 6a , a few nodes download the information more than once due to concurrency issues. That means, those nodes received multiple download requests from their neighbors before any download was completed and therefore accepted all requests. Moreover, we find in Fig. 6b that, dissemination latency decreases when selective push is enabled because it makes available more resources, such as free threads in the thread pool. If the amount of information to be disseminated is larger, transmitting it will occupy resources for a longer time, which makes the effect of selective push on dissemination latency more prominent.
Effect of selective push
Ef fect of quota
In Fig. 7a , we show the relationship between quota and dissemination latency: increasing quota helps reduce dissemination latency. This is because increasing quota effectively decreases the path length (as shown in Fig. 7b ) between the dissemination center and each node so nodes receive information more likely in a shorter period of time. On the other hand, increasing quota also increases the number of push requests received per node as shown in Fig. 7c . However, using a lower quota poses the risk that some nodes may not receive information at all. For time critical dissemination, it is better to use a high quota while for non-time critical dissemination, a moderate quota is more appropriate.
Ef fect of improved selective push
Improved selective push improves the distribution coverage as shown in Fig. 8a . However, this solution incurs an overhead of sending a large number of request messages to its neighbors for finding new nodes. This overhead is shown in Fig. 8b where nodes end up with sending the request message to almost all its neighbors (similar to the indegree distribution as shown in Fig. 5a ). Therefore, improved selective push policy should only be used for time-critical information dissemination. 
Ef fect of thread pool size
In this experiment, we quantify the effect of the thread pool size on dissemination latency. Once a node receives information, the node forwards it to a subset of its neighbors in two ways: it can send the information to them serially one after another (the sender thread pool size is one) or in parallel (the sender thread pool size is x which is less or equal to the size of quota). Also, using a higher number of receiver threads allows a node to receive information from its neighbors concurrently. Thus, increasing the thread pool size effectively increases the parallelism, which helps decrease the dissemination latency. Figure 9 depicts such relationship between the thread pool size and the dissemination latency. Here, thread pool size x means that both the sender thread pool and the receiver thread pool have x threads available. 
Ef fect of pull
In this experiment, we show the effect of the pullbased method as shown in Fig. 10 . Here, after the push dissemination campaign is finished, some new nodes joined the network. As we see in Fig. 10 , those new nodes also received the information using the pullbased method.
Effect of dynamic tunability
In this experiment, we show that how iDispatcher configures its parameters and decision choices based on requirements of different applications. iDispatcher associates a "critical level" with the information to be disseminated. Based on the critical level value, nodes adjust their tunable parameters according to Table 2 . Here, we assume that such a table is lo- cally stored at each node. We show the dissemination latency for high, medium and low critical information in Fig. 11a . We used 2KB, 2MB and 15MB for high, medium and low critical information size, respectively. We assume that time critical information such as firewall rule update or worm signatures should have small information sizes while regular software update may have large information sizes. We see that iDispatcher has lower latency for time-critical information dissemination and lower bandwidth usage for non time-critical information with lower quota. Hence, lower distribution latency is achieved at the cost of a higher number of redundant messages in the network as shown in Fig. 11b and therefore, not all information dissemination should use high time-critical dissemination.
Effect of flooding attack
iDispatcher supports application level scalability. That means, any node can act as a dissemination center and can disseminate information to the network. In this experiment, we analyze the effect of flooding bogus information by some malicious nodes in a network of 85 nodes. In the first scenario, one benign node disseminates information and security is disabled on each node (No Sec). In the second scenario, eight percent of nodes start attacking the network by disseminating bogus information along with a benign node sending benign information and the security is disabled on each node (No Sec + Attack). In the third scenario, security is enabled on each node and one single benign node disseminates information in the network (With Sec). In the last scenario, again eight percent of nodes starts attacking the network by disseminating bogus information along with a benign node sending benign information and security is enabled on each node (With Sec + Attack).
As shown in Fig. 12a , we see that the median dissemination latency for benign information dissemination increases when an attack is launched with security disabled in the second (No Sec+Attack) scenario. However, with security being enabled (Sec+Attack), we find that the dissemination latency is almost the same with that in the third scenario (With Sec). This is because, with security enabled, the malicious nodes can affect neighbors at most one hop away as discussed in Section 4.1. Once a neighbor receives information from a malicious node and fails to validate it, that node just rejects it and does not forward it further to other neighbors. This shows the robustness of iDispatcher under flooding attacks. From Fig. 12a , we can see that security validation does not increase the dissemination latency significantly as the dissemination latency is similar under the first (No Sec) and the third (With Sec) scenarios.
In Fig. 12b , we also see that the number of messages disseminated in the network in the second (No Sec+Attack) scenario is higher than that in the fourth (With Sec+Attack) scenario. This is because, after one hop, all malicious information stops propagating further as it fails to pass the security check.
Discussion
In contrast to previously proposed information dissemination platforms as discussed in Section 2, iDispatcher is designed to be a tunable, general-purpose information dissemination framework. Therefore, iDispatcher can be used for different information dissemination applications by adjusting its tunability features such as quota, thread pool size and improved selective push grouped in critical level. For software update distribution or fast code dissemination in the data center, traditional mechanisms use pull-based approaches, which is slow. To make the dissemination faster, iDispatcher uses push-based approach. Typically such services are not time critical, therefore, a medium or low critical level can be used for dissemination in iDispatcher. However, a higher critical level needs to be used in iDispatcher for alert dissemination against worm propagation or security patch dissemination to minimize the window of vulnerability. Thus, tunability has made iDispatcher a general-purpose framework that supports a wide range of information dissemination applications.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose iDispatcher, a tunable and flexible information dissemination tool which provides a single unified platform for a large number of dissemination centers and a massive number of participant nodes. We implement and evaluate the performance of iDispatcher on the PlanetLab. We show the robustness of iDispatcher under flooding attacks. With its high modularity, tunability and flexibility, iDispatcher can be used for information dissemination by different software vendors for software updates, or by system administrators to broadcast security rule update in enterprise networks.
